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FROM THE PRESIDENT

FROM THE EDITOR

BY THE me you read this the Society will
have embarked on a busy couple of months.
First and foremost, with something to aract
everyone, is IPEX on 24th – 29th March: you
may already have oﬀered your help or you
may be planning to aend just as a visitor,
in which case I hope that you will visit the
Society stand. This is the ﬁrst me the Society
has been invited to parcipate and perhaps it
won’t be the last.

SO WE have all got past the fesve season
and have made our New Year Resoluons.
(with parcular reference to wring for Small
Printer!) Very soon it will be April and the 70th
Convenon will be with us. As one who has
been to almost every convenon since 1984, I
would like to add my voice to our President’s,
to urge you all to consider coming along to
Bournemouth next month. Convenons tend to
aract the same people, year on year, and new
faces (and dare I say younger), are always most
welcome.

For those who prefer a rather smaller
occasion, Surrey & Sussex Branch are holding
their Open Day on Saturday 15th of this
month. For some years this was a regular
event held in Crawley but the change in venue
to Merstham, with easy access from the
motorway system, has proved popular. I am
assured that bacon rolls and shepherds’ pie
will once again be on the menu. If you would
like to bring along something of your own
to sell then contact the Branch Secretary—
details are on the various Bundle items that
have appeared over the past few months.
Last month’s magazine brought the last
Booking Form for the 2014 Convenon. It
would be good to know that everyone who
wishes to go has now booked, but there are
always one or two who seem to leave it unl
the last minute. I am reasonably conﬁdent
that at this stage, with almost eight weeks
to go, some places will sll be available. The
Dorset Branch Secretary (details inside the
front cover of this magazine) will be able to
help.
If all goes according to plan, next month
should see a diﬀerence in the appearance of
Small Printer. The tender process for prinng
it has been completed, with six companies
responding. A new printer has been selected,
so we are within sight of the editorial team’s
long-awaited dream—the magazine in full
colour! No doubt Tim and his team will
welcome your views—so don’t disappoint
them.

It is at the annual convenon that our society as
a ‘Society of Friends’ really becomes apparent. I
guarantee that you will always go home having
learnt something further about prinng and
its associated processes, from the wealth of
knowledge and experience that gathers: And
you will have had a most enjoyable experience.
I can also ‘leak’ that the arrangements for the
2015 Convenon, to be held in Scotland, are
well underway and will be promulgated in full
at Bournemouth in April.
Your editor has just got home from a whirlwind
tour round the south of England, during which
he met BPS members at both the Oxford Guild
of Printers and the Maidenhead Branch. Being
rather isolated up here in the Highlands, it was
heartening to sll discover that one discussion
on prinng leads to another—and another
—and another. Were it not for the fact that I
had a plane to catch, we could sll be chang
in Dorothy Sydenham’s kitchen!
Our society a real treasure trove and repository
of informaon on prinng, and one of our
main responsibilies is to share it, when
needed, with others members. To this end I
have discussed the idea of having a databank
of informaon on each member, with parcular
reference to his or her prinng background,
machines they have run and any speciﬁc
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OFFICIAL

Vacancy
Non Executive Officer

Come and visit us
on Stand

ADVERTISING
MANAGER

N5-C374

THE Society is looking for someone to manage those who advertise or wish to advertise in the
Society’s publications.

Preparaons are now well
under way for our stand at
Ipex 2014 at the ExCeL in the
heart of London’s Docklands.
Transportaon links are
easy from London’s Main
Line Staons using the
Underground and Docklands
Light Railway which has
staons situated outside the
ExCeL Centre. Register for
your free admission cket
today and save £30.00.
The Society has it’s own
registraon page at:
hp://www.ipex.org/
registraon-BPS/ or click on
the Ipex banner at the top of
the Society’s Home Page
www.bpsnet.org.uk
We look forward to meeng
you between 24th -29th March.
4

If you are interested in applying
would you please contact the
Secretary for more information.

Annual General Meeting of the British
Printing Society to be held at the Days
Hotel, Bournemouth, on Saturday 26th
April 2014.

AGENDA
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Bob Richardson (9718)
[...] ﬁeld of prinng knowledge that they may
have. Thus, should I need some help with
my “Adana TP48 Press”—which actually I
do!— then I can ﬁnd out who to contact.
The details of this arrangement are yet to be
formalised, but it will probably require the
ﬁlling in of a form and your agreement to
allow us to hold your email and contact details.
I look forward to meeng old friends—and
new ones—at Bournemouth in April. And of
course Small Printer in FULL COLOUR…...
This next article, recounts one of Geoﬀ Moor's
sorties to the UK and was written by Bob
Richardson (9718) in 2002. It was published in
'The Printer', a newspaper that was produced by
Mike Phillips in Ohio. Mike was a fairly regular
attendee at Conventions, and was the Guest
of Honour at Rippon in 1993. Is anyone still
in touch with him? And Geoﬀ—"Good on you
Mate"—please keep coming over from Western
Australia to see us.

Richardson reports on
Moor's walkabout in
London, England
GEOFF MOOR has now seen almost as
much of the UK as I have and I live here! It
was a pleasure to meet him and show him
around the capital. Unfortunately my feet
have a maximum mileage of about 6 per day
and I think we exceeded that on the ﬁrst
morning! It's a fact that when you live in a
place-however famous it may be—you simply
DON'T visit the tourist places. AZer spending
the last 26 years in London (I'm originally from
England's frozen North) I have to admit that
I'd never been to Westminster Abbey. Geoﬀ
gently twisted my arm and I'm glad we did
the tour. In fact it was a very pleasant three
days altogether, with perhaps the excepon
of Horrid's, sorry, I meant Harrod's. Every
visitor wants to see the great department
store, but the locals generally avoid it like the
plague. Everything is over-priced, although
I have to admit that the famous Food Hall is
an experience to be savoured. Anyway, we
braved the crowds and did bale against
the French, German and Japanese shoppers,
emerging relavely unscathed. The highlight
was the Open Day in Essex. I've been going
there for the last four (maybe 5) years and
always try to get there for 10am or earlier,
because the BPS members wiII snap up any
unusual bargains as they emerge from the
boot (trunk) of the seller’s car. Alas, there
were road works which delayed us by about
40 minutes. The good news is that it also
delayed the other vultures and there were
bargains to be had. The straps on my bag were
stretched to breaking point with all the lead
inside it. Geoﬀ Hule produced an amazing
selecon of over a dozen ancient typeface
catalogues from Miller & Richard, Stephenson
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Blake, Joyce & Co, Caslon and others. I
snapped up the 1935 Caslon book which
weights an amazing 4lbs+ and is crammed
with fabulous layouts showing the showing
the company faces (not just Caslon) at their
very best. It was a real bargain at £40. Colonial
Geoﬀ wandered around hugging a large case
of single-type borders. Quite how he will get
that back to Oz is a bit of a puzzle.
I can vouch for the fact that, like a termite,
he stripped the local hostelry of Fosters
adversing and promoonal material. Fosters
is an Australian lager. The phrase "coals to
Newcastle" springs to mind. There was a sort
of logic to it - their adversing
"down under” is diﬀerent to
ours. Hmmm.

' 
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Anyway, the point of this
email is to let those of you in
the San Francisco area know
that I'm popping over for a
few weeks next summer to
pick up a few bargains at M&H
type. Is there a parcularly

Any local sales, demonstraons, fairs or
fesvals of the prinng variety I should try to
be at? Should I bring my own warm beer? Or
can your bars microwave a few boles for me?
I look forward to the trip. Like Geoﬀ Moor, I've
never been much beyond my own backyard
(apart from Spain, France, Greece. Belgium,
Norway, Sweden and Ireland, but they're
probably closer to me than some American
states are to each other). Vising the USA will
be a very special trip.

? >    

It's a shame we didn't have
me to get one of the Adana's
inked up. There are 14 to
choose from, but the one in
the garage is the most fun.
It's a TP/48 and runs at a ﬁxed
speed of 1600iph+. The cat
hides whenever I switch it on.
I'm oZen tempted to join her.
The throw-oﬀ lever is nearly
worn out because the (handfed) beast runs at such a rate,
snapping at your ﬁngers as
you try to retrieve the paper &
card! (l now expect to receive
a ﬂood of emails from printers
worldwide who regularly
hand-feed presses running at
5000iph).

good me to visit? I plan to be there
someme between mid-May and mid-August,
probably for 2 or 3 weeks.

Alan Brignull (4800)

WHEN making linocuts, some fearless people
can just aack the blank lino freehand and
'draw' their picture with a gouge, but most of
us prefer to have a sketch there on the surface
to guide our cung.

the lino and put a piece of damp ssue or
blong paper on the top. You may need to
experiment to get the right amount—too wet
and the image can smudge. Press it for a few
seconds (I used a bookbinder's nipping press)
then peel oﬀ the paper while sll damp. The
soZened gum scks to the lino, taking the ink
with it and leaving a visible image as a guide
for cung.
I used 'Flat Sam' which has gum in a paern
of spots, but other brands of ma surfaced
parcle gum paper like Pancake would
probably work. I haven't tried the old
fashioned glossy gummed paper like Buerﬂy
Brand, but if you sll have any don't use it for
this, give it to me for prinng stamps on!

 

If your original design is on paper, you need a
way to transfer it to the lino. The tradional
method is with tracing paper and pencil or
carbon paper, but more recently people have
started with photocopies or laser prints, the
toner of which can be transferred from the
paper to the lino by the use of a suitable
solvent, such as cellulose paint thinners. I
described the method for this in Small Printer
some years ago—basically, you place the copy
face down on the clean lino, lightly moisten
the back with solvent (not too much) and then
press hard for a few seconds.

"   "
       

This does not work for ink-jet prints, though,
as manufacturers have gone to great lengths
to make their prints proof against solvents,
including water. Recently I discovered a way
round this, though. Load your printer with
gummed paper the wrong way up, so that
it prints onto the gummed side. Then cut
out your design, place it image down on
7

TTERPRESS
E
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hp://st-botolphs.org/blog

EVER since the construcon of Firstsite,
Colchester's gold-plated temple to conceptual
art, the building behind it which used to
house the bus staon waing room, cafe
and public toilets, has been leZ empty and
decaying. Now, as an interim measure, it has
been taken on and refurbished by the Creave
Co-op and Colchester School of Art, and is
becoming a much more interesng place. The
former newspaper kiosk has been turned into
a gallery and shop selling work by local arsts
and craZspeople, and the waing room hosts
a variety of events celebrang local 'makers'.

hps://www.facebook.com/WaingRoomColchester

One of these regular events is 'Maker
Wednesday'. Apparently I missed the
previous week's
talk on gin-dislling
and mixology,
but heard about
the 'Leerpress
Takeover' in February
just in me and
decided to go along
and see what was
happening. When
I arrived the room
was ﬁlled with
typecases laid out on
trestle tables, and a
sizeable group of interesng-looking people
chang around the cafe counter which
had been transformed into a Real Ale bar.
AZer a bit of socialising we were shown into
the former gents toilet, now converted into
a workshop. In the led room which used
to house the washbasins, they have a large
Cropper treadle platen surrounded by galley
racks, type cabinets and all the familiar
8

Alan Brignull (4800)

leerpress impedimenta. They had been
donated the contents of a part-me printer's
workshop which had lain disused for many
years. As usual,
everything was dusty and disordered, but the
intenon is to get it working as a workshop
available for anyone who wants to learn
leerpress prinng.
Inevitably, there is a lot of standing type to
be dissed but that evening's task was to sort
out the cases of display type on the tables.
With the aid of a printed case-lay diagram,
the volunteers worked away, brushing out the
dead spiders, cleaning the type and pung it
all in the right boxes. For some of them it was
evidently their
ﬁrst experience
of metal type
and it was easy
to sense the
same fascinated
excitement which
many of us felt, all
those years ago. It
is reassuring to see
a new generaon
of leerpress
nkerers being
born, but
experienced volunteers are also welcome.
They plan to hold a leerpress evening every
two months on the last Wednesday of the
month. The next will be at 7.30pm on 26
March when Jusn Knopp of Typoretum
will be giving a talk. Further in the future it
is rumoured that our own Len Friend will
be entertaining the enthusiasc masses.
News and further informaon is to be
found on their blog or Facebook page.

www.briarpress.org

lexand
John A
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NAME any prinng machine of the
last 150 years and you will ﬁnd it well
documented. Most likely a member of the
BPS has one. There is one, more recent
machine however, that has dropped out of
sight. There was a member of my branch
in the early days with a Mulgraph, but he
leZ long ago, probably because of the thinly
disguised contempt the machine aroused in
'proper printers'.
The rotary Mulgraph was always a poor
cousin of real presses. There were several
reasons for this and the main one was that
it did not use printers' type but a shortened
version with a lug on the boom to ﬁt the
slots of the Mulgraph drum. Another reason
was that it was not a machine to be found
in use by printers. It was capable of massproducing leers that looked as if they had
been individually typed by substung a wide
inked ribbon for the inking rollers. This was
its primary functon. Large sales organizaons
turned out their direct mail leers using the
mulgraph without bothering printers, or
members of prinng unions; another reason
for dislike of the machine. To describe it is
fairly simple. A drum with slots for special
type around its circumference, a roller
bearing up upon the sheet of paper as it
passes the drum, an inking rollerand a feeder.

10

The basic machine was hand turned but
most were on a tubular steel stand, run by
an electric motor. The type faces for this
work were those found on typewriters and
most of the type in circulaon was of this
despised variety. They were not the only ones
availabe. The type was made by the American
Type Founders and many of their standard
faces were available. Working on the rotary
principal meant that it was fast and did not
have to be built like a tank, although it was
built to last.
In America, and to a lesser extent in England,
this machine was responsible for the growth
of a secondary prinng industry. Masses
of prinng turned out for large companies,
government departments and sociees
by people who had never been trained as
printers, knew nothing of proper prinng
and were paid less than real printers.
They were using a technique unknown to
printers and their response was to ridicule
it. Nevertheless, the prinng the Mulgraph
produced was of a high standard and
indisnguishable from the product of the
mainstream.
The ﬁrm I worked for farmed a lot of prinng
work to a workshop equipped only with
Mulgraphs and there was nothing about the
ﬁnished product to betray its origins. Tabular
work was no problem as devices were made

to print rules around the circumference of the
drum. There was a company in Lower Thames
Street that supplied everything connected
with the machine and would make blocks
to ﬁt onto the drum. Typeseng was done
using a sck like a slot from the drum and
a machine was available that released type
in the right order, rather like a cut-down
linotype magazine. The workshop that did
our work was an oﬀshoot of a large company
and they probably used the machine for
sales leers in the ﬁrst place. It evolved
into a general prinng department with
spare capacity and that is how they came to
do our jobs. They had six machines and all
the ancillary equipment that was available.
You would loose any prejudice against the
machine if you saw the workshop and the
ﬁnished work.
Finding anything about it on the web is
complicated by the many people who confuse
it with the litho machine made by the same
company and other uses the name has been
put to, but there are some useful links. There
is a thread on the Briar Press site, complete
with negave comments;

NAME THE PRESS?
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hp://www.briarpress.org/24009

This me we have a slightly diﬀerent type
of press. Please let us know what it is and
who might have made it by the 10th of the
month, to the editor@bpsnet.org.uk or
sparcles@hotmail.co.uk.

and one enthusiast's account of his liking for
the machine;
hp://www.allenaltvater.org/mulgraph.
htm

1 2 This was an easier press to name,
being a Heidelberg Cylinder KS 15" x 20.5",
the smallest that Heidelberg made.

It is quite possible that a member somewhere
sll has and uses a Mulgraph. Now is the
me to own up and let us have some details.
We promise not to smile.
I would parcularly like to know more about
the seng machine

The press was made in 1960 and were great
leerpress printers, but more oZen nowadays
used for cung and creasing. Interesngly,
the supply and delivery parts were much the
same as the Heidelberg GTO litho presses.
CONGRATULATIONS to Len Friend (8988)
who, although thought it might be a post
1967 model, suggested it could be a KS. And
David Bender (10644) who merely said it was
made by Heidelberg, and so was right too!

11

Peter White (10385)

LOWER CASE

'k' CRISIS IN HAWAI'I

ON HOLIDAY in Hawai'i last summer we
were surprised to see, on a holiday island,
a road sign to "The Prinng Museum". This
clearly deserved invesgaon and we were
ulmately rewarded with an insight into
Hawai'ian culture and language. It provided
for us welcome relief from all pervasive tourist
acvies—
enjoyable
as some of
them are.
Missionaries
arrived from
New England
in 1820 to
ﬁnd that
there was
no wrien
language.
Their ﬁrst
task was to
establish an alphabet
to accurately reﬂect
the sounds of the
nave language. A
seventeen-leer
alphabet (later
reduced to twelve)
became the tool
by which prinng and
educaon could commence. The Hale Pa'i
prinng museum on the island of Maui is
housed in a seminary constructed in 1831.
Most of the exhibits are historical displays
recording the "educaonal enlightenment"
oﬀered to naves. There are period presses,
formes and cases of type but sadly none
in use. Staﬃng is enrely by volunteers—
docents in the USA.

12

The story we parcularly enjoyed was that,
because the Hawai'ian language required
frequent use of a lower case 'k' there were
never suﬃcient sorts in a standard American
case. This deﬁciency could be remedied—but
delivery of addional 'k's' could take more than
six months.
This delay was perhaps great news for
any members of the Slow Prinng Society
who always relish the opportunity to get a
'Round Tuit' taking ages to complete a job.
We were also introduced to a punctuaon
mark called the 'Okina' in which the
sound of a word is changed by the
requirement for a gloal stop—a slight
pause in the pronunc-iaon of a word
combined with
a slight intake
of air. This is
represented, in
printed maer,
by the use of a
single comma
as seen in the
above tle.
Another
curiosity is that
the Hawai'ian
ﬂag features a
Union Jack placed in the top corner—although
the islands were never part of the Brish
Empire. The story is that the King of Hawai'i
admired George 111 and the Union Flag so
much that he so inserted it into the
Hawai'ian ﬂag.
  : "     ;#% | "   
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NAME THE TYPEFACE ? 13

most famous as the typeface that
Barack Obama used for his presidenal
campaign in 2008. The connecon
with the lower line of serif type, is that
Obama originally used Perpetua for his
campaign before adopng Gotham. In
fact Obama’s original Obama ’08 logo
uses Perpetua with Gill Sans. In 2012
H&FJ deisgned a serif version of Gotham
especially for the President. Mike
Edwards (~).
George Web () provided an
interesng answer: The Sans Serif is
similar to the Houschka Alt Pro type
range designed by Nick Cooke. Now for
the connecon. AZer graduang from
Blackpool & Fylde College, Nick Cooke
started working at David Cox Studio as a
leering arst. David Cox was the great
nephew of Eric Gill who was, of course,
the designer of Perpetua, the second
typeface in the compeon. So, I am
incorrect, but I thought the connecon
was a nice bit of research!

Please email this months answer before
the 10th to: spdesign@bpsnet.org.uk or
sparcles@hotmail.co.uk

Can you name this unusual typeface?
Pat Swadling (10453) has wrien to ask
what typeface these inials are. She recently
bought them in a sale and was surprised at
the number of bidders!

12

Last month’s answer was Gotham (top
and body text). Designed by Tobias
Frere-Jones, and released by H&FJ (Hoeer &
Frere-Jones) in 2000. Although it was originally
designed for GQ Magazine, it is probably
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Ron Prosser (9405)
A few contrasts are:

Keeping Cases Clean: Dust is a great foe
to types, as well as to the comfort of the
compositors. No sane person would think of
throwing sand upon a forme to be ground
into the types. Yet the damage is
proporonately as great when cases and
types in constant use are allowed to
accumulate dust to be ground against the
faces of the types by the shaking of them up,
the jarring consequent upon the connual
touching of the ﬁngers in the case in
composion, and the repeated fricon that
comes from use. It is a maer of economy to
have cases blown out at least once a week,
and piece hands will make money by keeping
their cases free of dust by the increased
amount of work they will be enabled to do.
Black Ink on Coloured Paper: When using
black ink on a nted ground or on coloured
paper, it is necessary to observe that the black
changes colour in many instances, or loses
its intensity. Printed on a blue ground, its
strength and power are lost; on red, it appears
dark green; on orange, it takes a slightly blue
hue; on yellow, it turns violet; on violet, it
has a green-yellow shade; and on green, it
appears as a reddish grey. Printers should take
heed of these peculiaries of black, or they
may ﬁnd their work worthless when done.
Set-oﬀ Sheets: a sheet of paper wet
with glycerine and used as a tympansheet will prevent oﬀseng. This will be
found beer than using oiled sheets.
Blending of Colours: The laws if harmonious
colouring are a necessary part of the
knowledge of printers in colours.
14
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White Marks on Blue Paper: These can be
obtained by using a soluon made by simply
dissolving soda in water nearly to saturaon,
using the same as ink, with either a steel pen
for wring or a drawing pen for lines. the lines
come out white instantly.
To Clean Brass Rules: When verdigris gathers
on the face of brass rule, and it won't print
sharp, take a lile diluted oxalic acid and was
the face -never scrape it with a knife.
Spots on Engravings: A few drops of ammonia
in a cupful of warm rain water, carefully
applied with a sponge, will remove these.
Protecon of Eyes in Proof Reading: A piece
of ﬁne green glass laid on the proof is a relief
to the eyesight.

LETTERPRESS
EQUIPMENT WANTED
Adana 8x5's or similar
also type
CAS H ON N S.E.England Area

COLLECT

IO

0844 4484386

BRANCH REPORTS
MAIDENHEAD BRANCH  JANUARY
It was great to see so many branch members
and partners at the Annual Lunch held at The
Bird-in-Hand Inn on the 18th January, and
especially the newer members. We
were delighted to be able to welcome
David and Heather to the meeng,
and I believe we had 14 people in all. I
think the lunch was a success; we had
plenty to talk about and did not ﬁnish
unl 3.30 pm. I thought the food was
quite reasonable and well organised;
we even had lile name cards with
our choices wrien out for us. As I
can never remember what I order in
advance, this was parcularly useful,
although I kept placing the card round
the wrong way so that the waing staﬀ
could not see it—apparently it was for
their beneﬁt not mine! But what do you
think? Should we repeat this next year?
Same place? Same me? Do let us know.
Paul Hatcher (10648)
MAIDENHEAD BRANCH FEBRUARY
The February Branch get-together was a great
lile meeng! It was great because we had a
guest speaker and a jolly good me, and lile
because we were a select few in numbers, due
to the far-ﬂung venue and the early start me.
We met at Dorothy Sydenham’s in Thame,
Oxfordshire on Tuesday 4th February and our
guest was cdr Tim Honnor (5578) who, with his
wife Janet, came along to give an illustrated
talk about their me with Piccolo Press.
Because of the cosy numbers, the meeng
was very relaxed and rather than a talk, we
had quite an in-depth discussion about events,
machines and personalies. Tim had a whale
of a me showing us pictures of the fantasc
work that Piccolo Press produced over the
years, augmented of course with the inevitable
Naval yarn. In Dartmouth, how did the ﬂoor

cope with the weight of the Heidelberg, we
keep wondering, and how on earth did you
manage to remove the press at the end of the
lease? The evening ended with more social
chit-chat over refreshments kindly provided by
Dorothy and meeng concluded rather earlier
than usual so that Tim and Janet could drive
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back to Luton Airport. Even that drive was fun
despite it being a dark, wet night with lashing
rain. I oﬀered to escort our visitors along the
back roads to get onto the M40 at juncon 6
and they followed me all the way to juncon 4,
where I hived oﬀ to travel back to Hampshire.
There we were, two Fiat Pandas, my red one
and their hired white one, exchanging friendly
honks of the horn and ﬂashing of lights. It
was like a third remake of “The Italian Job”
starring Pandas instead of Minis! We really are
“a Society of Friends”. Thanks Tim for a great
evening.
The next Maidenhead Branch meeng will
be at Advantage Press in Crookham Village,
Hampshire GU51 5SH on Thursday 6th March
at 8 pm. It will be a business meeng to discuss
the Open Day to be held in the autumn.
Visitors are welcome.
Bob Edwards (10374)
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Ron Prosser (9405)

REINVENTING THE WHEEL
WOULD you believe, it was a morning when
the rain poured relentlessly and not wishing
to go out and get drenched I decided to clear
out that cupboard that I had put oﬀ doing for
so long. I am glad I did for I was surprised at
what I found. One of the things was an old
Typewriter Ribbon n. Do you remember
those? It was purple in colour and contained
a Coronet Ribbon that was actually made in
England but the ribbon was so old that it had
lost its usefulness as the ink had dried up.
I had an 1891 book 'The Printers' Handbook of
Trade Recipes' and I remembered that many
years ago I had seen a recipe for re-inking a
typewriter ribbon so I got out the book and
looked it up. Here it is:

"In two ounces or more of any ordinary writing
fluid put a spoonful of thick gum-arabic mucilage
and a teaspoonful of brown sugar, warm the
mixture and immerse the ribbon long enough to
become well saturated. When dry, spread the
ribbon on a board and brush it well with glycerine.
Should there be too much "colour" in the ribbon
press it out, between papers, with a warm flat
iron; or if too dry, brush it again with glycerine.
The secret of the ribbon giving out its colour is in
the glycerine, and if you have body enough in the
colour there is no danger that it cannot be made to
work well."
The writer of the recipe indicated that the
ribbon he had re-inked was much beer than
any obtained from the trade and he never
expected to buy another ribbon again.
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Should I have a go, I conjectured? Brown sugar
was no problem and I could probably buy
glycerine from the chemist, but where would
I get gum-arabic mucilage? And of course the
rain was sll pouring down and I didn't feel
like venturing out. Perhaps another day! On
the other hand, what was the point, I didn't
even have a typewriter and if I had I could
probably sll buy one in Smith's.
It then occurred to me that I was like one of
our prinng trainees who had been given
the task of binding some books and decided
that instead of using the branded PVA paste
that we always used, that he would make
his own paste from a recipe he had found
on the internet and had duly purchased the
necessary brand of ﬂour and proceeded to
make it up. He was so pleased to have done
so and the covers he was making looked good.
However, the following morning when they
had dried, it was discovered that they were
warped and just would not lie ﬂat and had to
be reprinted—an expensive experiment.
The writer of my typewriter re-inking recipe
concluded by stang: "It may be I was fortunate

in hitting upon just the right proportion of the
different constituents, and possibly a second trial
might not be so successful, but I think with a little
care, anyone could do as well."
I doubt that I would have been successful and
certainly our trainee's experiment with his
own paste was not, but perhaps he was right
in at least trying to 'reinvent the wheel' for in
so doing he had learned something.

Tim Honnor (5578)
ON A fairly recent visit to the Brish Library,
conveniently located by the awesome St
Pancras Staon, I was aracted by a book with
the below tle. Its subtle is The halcyon days
of W.S Cowell Ltd. Printers. However, many of
us printers will be in tune with the dilemma
posed by the main tle….and as we might say
“What’s New”.

The book starts with a fascinang account of
the history of the press and the people of vision
that the company employed. The press always
wanted to keep at the forefront of technology,
and their Directors were connually travelling
across Europe to keep up with the latest
prinng plant and developments. The following
chapters are mostly about speciﬁc books and
many BPS
members will
recognise
some of their
childhood in
Barbar the
Elephant, The Marmalade Cat, Puﬃn Picture
The book, in the format of a landscape puﬃn,
Books, Tim & Lucy Go to Sea, and perhaps
is beaufully produced, with lovely illustraons, and careful and balanced typography and the most interesng of all their publicaons
for us printers A Handbook of Prinng Types,
design. It is wrien by Ruth Artmonsky who
published in 1947.
by going through the archives in the Suﬀolk
Record Oﬃce in Ipswich has clearly proved that However, for me of course, Ravilious and the
from the 1930s to the 1960s, Cowells had been Submarine Dream is the most pernent chapter,
at the forefront of their industry, parcularly
showing interior images of a warme diesel
when it came to colour prinng. She is par“Boat” described as ‘one of the most haunng
cularly interested in how the management
and enduring set of images of World War Two’.
of Cowells related with their commissioning
(Perhaps this could be the subject of another
publishers, arsts, designers, or madcap debu- arcle!).
tantes. In one of the Cowell books A Handbook
I found this a fascinang read and worth
of Type and Illustraon is said: “It is a sad fact
£12.99 cover price.
that it illustraons are not ruined by poor reproducon or the use of an unsuitable process,
they are oZen spoiled by unfortunate placing on the paper, or by
juxtaposion of an inappropriate
typeface. In addion to this, one of
the main reasons for unsuccessful
graphic reproducon is that illustrators are oZen bemused by the
beauty of the original work, and
give lile thought to what it might
look like when it is reproduced.
This atude is not helped by the
unsympathec approach of many
printers, publishers and block makers towards drawings that at ﬁrst
sight may appear unsuitable for
reproducon”.

DO YOU WANT IT GOOD
OR DO YOU WANT IT TUESDAY
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Tales from a (letterpress) Machine Room
IN MY previous arcle, ‘Tales from a
Composing Room’, I indicated that having
been oﬃcially apprenced for seven years as
a compositor, the terms were extended (with
the Union’s permission) to include working
in the machine room! Indeed, in my ﬁrst
week I was introduced to poster prinng on
a huge quad crown (20” x 30”) Wharfedale.
There were only four leerpress machines:
two Wharfedales, the smaller taking a demy
sheet and dang from c.1870, both of which
were hand-fed but with ﬂyer deliveries; a
1930-vintage Heidelberg automac platen;
and a foolscap folio ‘Victoria’ ﬁxed-bed treadle
platen (not to be confused with the heavy art
platen). There was a huge Furnival guillone,
with a rather primive safety guard that
knocked you over if you got too near!

was stored. Fortunately, the proprietors had
ﬁed the then new-fangled ﬂuourescent
tubes. By the outside of the building was a
steeply-sloping path leading from the street
down to the double doors of the machine
room. From me to me, paraﬃn was
delivered in large, 50-gallon drums. These had
to be man-handled down this steep incline
– not easy if the drum ran away! Paraﬃn
was used for cleaning type formes and for
removing ink oﬀ rollers and ink slabs. It was
applied to type formes by a scrubbing brush
on a sloping wooden board which drained
into a stone sink. AZer cleaning the ink oﬀ
the type, the formes had then to be scrubbed
with water unl sparkling clean, and were
then leZ to drain.

Being on the lower ﬂoor, all type formes had
to be carried down a ﬂight of steep wooden
steps from the composing room which was
at street level. As the works was built into a
hillside, the natural lighng in the basement
machine room came from two large windows
on the lower side, but much of the room was
always dark, especially the racks where paper

Every week of my apprenceship, I not only
set but also printed cinema posters on the
quad crown Wharfedale. There were two
cinemas, both owned by the same company,
and each had quad-crown posters and crown
folio window bills, printed in blue and red (or
green and red at Christmas). In addion, there
were two-sided cards known as ‘car cards’
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from the days when they were hung in the
widows of local tramcars; also long narrow
posters for over the cket kiosk which were
printed on the Stanhope hand-press. As the
colour had to be changed on the Wharfedale
at least once a week, this meant liZing out
the heavy forme rollers, the smaller (but sll
heavy) distribung rollers, and cleaning the
large ink table. As a small 9-stone youngster,
this was hard work and I hated it. Feeding
the large quad crown MF (machine-ﬁnished)
poster paper by hand required skill and it took
me to acquire the knack of liZing the sheet
by one corner then ﬂicking it so that an aircushion was formed which allowed the sheet
to ﬂoat down to the front and side lays – at
800 sheets per hour!

DIARY
6 March .........Maidenhead Branch
Bob Edwards, Crookham Village,
Hampshire
15 March .......Surrey & Sussex Branch
Open Day
19 March .......Dorset Branch AGM
Monymusk House Stud, Whitcombe,
Dorchester. 7:30pm
27 March .......South Wales Branch
Bookbinding techniques praccal evening.
Ron has kindly agreed to demonstrate
some bookbinding techniques. All
members will be invited to try their hand
at binding a miniature book

The smaller Wharfedale (idencal to the one
illustrated here) could take an 8-page demy
forme. It had wooden roller bearers and
face-down ﬂyer delivery. Its ﬁxed speed was
around 1000 sheets per hour, so it required
nimble hand feeding. It was a ﬂat-bed of early
construcon (c.1870) and only had spring
hooks to keep the forme rollers in place.

8 April ...........Maidenhead Branch
Chris Daniells, High Wycombe

The favourite machine for smaller jobs – and
the only one capable of decently prinng
halZone blocks – was the pre-war Heidelberg
automac platen. Operang this was the
prerogave of one of the proprietors who sat
in a chair watching the ‘windmill’ grippers
delivering the printed sheets at around 2500
i.p.h. Somemes, especially if a job contained
numbering boxes, say raﬄe ckets, my job
would be to stand by the delivery table to
check that the numbering was working. Whilst
so occupied, my boss (sll sing in his chair)
would give me spelling tests from a baered
copy of Nuall’s Diconary that he kept on an
adjacent window cill. Occasionally, if I got a
spelling wrong, he would give me a clout with
the afore-menoned book! He also revelled
in ﬁnding unusual names from it for me, his
favourite being ‘a long-armed colobus’.

13 May ..........Maidenhead Branch
Richard Owen, Cookham, Berkshire



16 April ..........Dorset Branch 2014
Monymusk House Stud, Whitcombe,
Dorchester. 7:30pm
25 -27 April ....BPS Annual Convenon
Bournemouth

13 May ..........Surrey & Sussex Branch
meeng: Adrian Towler
29 May ..........Surrey & Sussex Branch
Paper Mill visit in Ebbw Vale

 
 
If you are new to the Society and want to ﬁnd out
about your local Branch, or if you want to start up a
new Branch in your area, please contact:

Bob Edwards Tel: 01252 615439 or
email: vicepresident@bpsnet.org.uk

GROW A BRANCH
IN YOUR AREA!

 ...
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Derek Nuttall (9693)
Apart from the weekly chore of cinema poster
prinng, I spent a lot of me hand-feeding
smaller, short-run jobs on the ‘Victoria’
treadle platen. This was connected by belng
to an overhead line shaZ, driven by an electric
motor (which had just replaced a gas engine),
that worked the platen at around 1200 i.p.h.
Keeping up this speed for several hours at a
stretch was quite faguing. Most jobs were
ckets, leaﬂets, staonery, etc., but one
unusual job was prinng, in a special white
ink, inside the waistband of policemen’s
trousers the constables’ numbers. Another
special job was ‘Ulity Labels’ (remember
CC41?) which were printed on coated linen.
Also printed (by treadle power), in special
colourless nng medium, were any formes
that had to be dusted with gold or silver
powder – a job that required the wearing of a
face mask and cap.
Two near-tragedies occurred. The ﬁrst was,
I think, in the very cold winter of 1947 when
severe frost cracked the gas main which was
just behind the back wall of the machine
room. In those days it was coal gas which had
no smell when highly concentrated. It caused
me to pass out – and also two others – and it
took us several days to recover. The second
could have resulted in a fatality. I had just
arrived in the morning and was going down
the stairs to stoke the coke boiler when there
was a shout. One of the partners was being
carried up to the ceiling by the wide leather
belt which connected the electric motor with
the driving shaZ. As his head hit the roof,
he dropped onto the cement ﬂoor by the
ﬂywheel of the big Wharfedale. Apart from
cuts and bruises, and a sore head, he not only
survived but carried on working. Apparently
the driving belt had been slipping and his
overall had been caught as he tried to apply a
sck of belt dressing.
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Around the end of my ﬁrst year, I persuaded
my bosses to let me set up a type specimen
book. I was allowed to do this and to print it
on the treadle platen – in my own me, i.e.
either Saturday aZernoon or Sunday morning.
I also experimented with prinng some old
sets (c. 1910) of 3-colour blocks. Some years
later I found, buried under boxes and waste
sheets, a stereo box for casng ﬂat duplicate
plates. I was aending technical classes
and was keen to experiment. Neither of the
partners had a clue as to what this apparatus
was for, so again, using Sunday mornings, I
made ﬂongs (moulds) from blong and ssue
paper. Then, by melng up old type rescued
from the ‘Hell Box’ (a container for worn or
damaged type), I eventually succeeded in
casng four plates of a label. This job had
always been printed one-up from type, but it
was now possible to print four labels in one
forme.
Apart from the weekly business of cleaning
up the quad crown, there were some other
jobs that I hated – or was scared of. First of
the these was the dangerous job of changing
the 42” blade on the guillone and packing it
for sending oﬀ for resharpening. Even more
daunng was ﬁng a newly-sharpened blade.
(No accident ever occurred!). Another was
using the Bremner wire stcher. This was
powered from the overhead shaZ and when
the foot-pedal was depressed, it raled oﬀ
staples like machine-gun ﬁre. Bad ming could
result in a staple through one’s ﬁnger. A less
dangerous job was the hand-folding of 10,000
membership cards for a trade union, twice
a year. These were printed on a sﬀ, linen
reinforced card which resulted in some very
sore ﬁngers by the end of the day.
Happy days!
Footnote: In my rerement I have a Golding
Jobber treadle platen—so back to square one!
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MEMBERSHIP
 :
10729 ODIWE, Mr R. 58 Bedford Avenue,
Barnet. EN5 2ER

LETTERPRESS POLYMER
BLOCKMAKING
24 Hour service. SAE for brochure to:

Peacock, 6 William Street,
Berkhamstead, Herts. HP4 2EL
Tel. 01442 872956

    :
10292 BARTLEY, Mr J. Flat 4 Farnﬁeld Court, 51
Warham Road, South Croydon. CR2 6FQ
      :
5028 SCARRATT, Mr P.
peterscarra@icloud.com
  :
8331 Mr A.M. Perry | 9527 Mr R.A. Edwards |
10545 Mr R.A. Brown
 :
4721 Mr D. Howells on 21/09/2013

SMALL ADS
  :
Dragon Foil Press as new £200 o.n.o.
Ken 01376 348923 (Essex)

Many thanks to those who provided
the varied and interesting articles
for this month's issue. Please keep
them coming in. -ed
ALL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS currently £27,
or noﬁcaons for change of address, email or
telephone numbers should be sent to the
Membership Secretary: Margaret Rookes,
57 Craiston Way, Great Baddow,
Chelmsford CM2 8ED.
Please make any cheques payable to the
‘Brish Prinng Society’.
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RISOGRAPH DIGITAL PRINTER
SIMPLE – FAST – COST-EFFECTIVE
New & Refurbished Machines always available
SERVICE – INK – MASTERS

T

02380 330611 E sales@appleoffice.co.uk
www.appleoffice.co.uk

COLOUR
COPIERS
ALWAYS
AVAILABLE

BPS INTERNET NEWS
MEMBERS are registering themselves on our
new Forum and posng new topics or joining
exisng ones. To be successful we need even
more acvity, so please register today, start
posng, and get to know your fellow
members.
hp://www.bpsnet.org.uk/forum
/index.php
The Society now has a Facebook page, keep up
to date with Society news by vising regularly.
If you have your own
page add us to your
favorites and let us know
so we can reciprocate.
hp://www.
facebook.com/
BrishPrinngSociety

?hkma^;ILIn[eb\bmrE^ZÌ^mZg]
F^f[^klabi:iieb\Zmbhg?hkf3
M^e^iahg^)*/+*1*1,,0^fZbein[eb\bmr9[ilg^m'hk`'nd
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